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Digital technology and the internet provide opportunities

for digital media creators to carve out a place for

themselves in the changing digital media landscape.

Our courses in creative industries provide students with

the skills and knowledge to become innovators in the

growing digital economy.

To learn more, email info@aias.edu.au

or call+61 7 3343 8073 and you visit us online

atwww.aias.edu.au

At the AIAS School of Design &Media, you
can study these fantastic courses:

MORE DETAILS



Where can
I study?

Core Units

Elective Units

Elective Units

Course start
dates

Commitment

CUACAM411SHOOTDIFFERENT
SCREENCONTENT

CUAANM412CREATEDIGITALVISUAL EFFECTS

CUAANM413CREATE TITLES FOR SCREEN
PRODUCTIONS

CUAPOS512PERFORMPRIMARYAND
SECONDARYCOLOURCORRECTION

CUAPOS411EDITDIGITALCONTENTFOR
FAST TURNAROUND

CUAPOS511EDITCOMPLEXMEDIA
PRODUCTIONS

CUASOU506CREATEAFINAL SOUND BALANCE

CUASOU418EDITDIALOGUE

CUARES412CONDUCTRESEARCH

CUAAIR411PLAN&CONDUCT INTERVIEWS

CUAWRT512DEVELOPSTORYLINESAND
TREATMENTS

Brisbane Campus

Face 2 Face

Combination offered

Febuary

July

Full time

21hrs p/w

18months

CUAIND412PROVIDE FREELANCE
SERVICES

CUAIND512 ENHANCEPROFESSIONAL
PRACTICEUSINGCREATIVEARTS INDUSTRY
KNOWLEDGE

CUAPPR411REALISEACREATIVE PROJECT

CUAPPR515ESTABLISHANDMAINTAIN
SAFECREATIVE PRACTICE

Max
class
size:

10
LEARN MORE

ENROL NOW

Programmes
learned:

Affinity
Photo

Affinity
Designer

DaVinci
Resolve

Course Overview
CUA51015 | CRICOS: 106956M

Diploma of
Screen &Media

This is an exciting, creative and hands-on qualification
reflecting the role of a skilled operator in the film, television,
radio or digital media industries who applies a broad range
of competencies in a varied work context.

This qualification reflects the role of individuals who possess
a sound theoretical knowledge base and use a range of
specialised, technical or managerial competencies to plan,
carry out and evaluate the work of self and/or team in the
film, television, radio and digital media industries.

Pathways & Further Study
Successful completion of the Diploma of Screen &Media
gives an understanding of the concepts of Media and leads to
the Advanced Diploma of Screen &Media. Graduates may also
use this qualification to gain employment in the following
areas: Animation/Visual Effects Designer Producer, Producer/
Presenter, Production manager or Cinematographer.

Course Requirements
To be awarded a Diploma of Screen andMedia, competency
must be achieved in fifteen (15) units of competency.


